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NEW MEXICO LOBO

--------------------·-------Tuesday, February 11, 1969

Pertti Poussi Is Tops In Our League

By .JOHN MOSER
the 16 events, being paced by Mike
Sports Editor
Fray winning the 60 yard dash in
BYU's Olympian and defending 6,2; Pinto Beene taking the pole
WAG outdoor and indoor cham- vault with a leap of 15.8; John
pion in the long and triple jumps, Birkelback winning the shot put
Pertti Poussi from Finland, cap- with a toas of 56-0'A; Rod ·Hill
tured both events to be the only out-distancing everyone in the
double winner in the third annual 1000 yard run (2:13.2); and TeWAC Indoo:r Invitational Track que's and Fisher's records in the
Meet held last Saturday in Ting- 600 and 880.
ley Coliseum.
BYU Had Five Firsts
PoUS&i won the long jump with
BYU had five and UNM three
a leap of 25-2'1.. and soared to first places. In addition to Pous50-9 in the triple jump.
si's wins in the jumps, the CouMeet Records Set
gars wrapped up the 60 yard high
There were three meet records - hurdles with Tom Bonin doing the
set last Saturday, by BYU in the honors in 7.2.
two mile re1ay (7:39.4), Dan TeThe Cougars also won the two
que of UTEP in the 600 yard run mile relay (7:39.4) and the dis(1:10.8~ and Charles Fisher of tance medley relay (9:52.0).
UTEP m the 880 (1:53.1).
Web Loudat turned in a
Although no official score was fine 4:10.2 in the mile to win for
kept, on a 5-4-3-2-1 basis the score New Mexico. The Lobos also got
would have come out thusly: 1. wins from Chuck Schuch in the
UTEP, 68%; 2: BYU, 58%; 3. two-mile (9:02.2) and took the
UNM, 54; 4. (Tie) Wyoming and mile relay (Perea, Williams PhilArizona, 30; 6. Utah, 6. Arizona lips, and Erickson, 3:18.9).'
State and Colorado State did not
Other wins were turned in by
compete..
Huey Johnson of Wyoming in the
UTEP took six first places in 440 ( :49.0), and Lorenzo Allen of
Arizona in the high jump (G'-

40112..

BABYSITrER mm!ed.. 8 to 9 a.m. and 3 to

6 p.m.. YIJIIl' home. ODiversity area. Barbara. 2'1'1-5320 dan or 877-1754 evenings.
Attnctive girl to """ist professional entertainer on sta.g, loc:ally a few evcnfnl'!l
per mcmlh. Some tlJeJ~trical talent desinJJie. but nat n""""""ry. Possibility
o...,.,.,.,. totll' later. Good pay. Write Bob
Fillman e/o Sw.!ent Publications, Lobo
Ollice. Univ. P.O. Box 20, Albuquerque,
N.H.. 87106.

FOR SALE
WANT A JAVELIN! Loaded! No competition for- a: delder. SeQ at 215 Cornell
SE, CaD 243-162L
OFFICE DESK, 3' x 6' Formica top, beautiful.
"""""" dra.weno, 243-6949 or 2478297.

PliOTOGRAPBERs It 35mm single lens

~ XOWA SETR interchangeable
lensom - bddnd lens metering system,
$70.00. 3 months old. Call Paul Murray
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Distance Medley relay: 1. BYU, 9:52.0;
2. UTEP, 10 :02.8; 3. UNM, 10:11.4,

UNM senior John Moser holds
the "Iron Will and Rock Hard
Head Award for Perserverance"
that he claimed by driving back
from Juarez, Mexico, at 4:00 a.m.
after Cllosing three night spots
and arriving in the Duke City at
8:00 a.m. rea.dy for a full day's
work with zero sleep. This action
took place on January 30, 1969
following the UNM-NMSU game
of the :previous night.
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Every Tues. 9 AM-12 PM
Deep Fried
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FISH SANDWICH
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Only 19c
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Eat in our large dining room or take it home

~

2400 Central SE Across From

1-;c

We'U Have Your Order Reody-Call 242-7340
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Wallen Speaks

(CPS) Campus demonstrations
continued over the weekend, with
reminders of protests passed.
Students occupying the administration building at the University of Chicago were surprised
Saturday night by about 10 young
men who burst in carrying rightist literature. Fights broke out
and at least three persons were
injured,
The trouble came shortly after
the university disciplinary committee approved of action taken
against the protesting students.
Sunday, rumors of an impending police bust circulated throughout the building, held for a week
and a half to dramatize demands

Contact Mike Mullins, 296-3458,
for further information.

By check, by sock, by hand, by gosh, let us
handle your account! Only American Bank
of Commerce has an office at the University of New Mexico. Complete banking
services! Ask about Thriftyeheck, You'll
find us friendlier, and more convenient.
You can be da Judge!
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Drop in Applications
Columbia University's direcror
of a.dmissions blamed a drop in
applications for the 1!JG9 fall term
on disorder there last spring. About 800 fewer high school seniors have applied this year as
compared to last. Other major
schools are experiencing increases in applications.
The Columbia administra lion
was urged Friday by a spedal
committee to drop all charges against students involved in last
spring's protests.
Students at South Carolina

Sen. George S. McGovern (D- Nigerian civil war, has caused
S.D.), a critic of the war in Viet widespread protests in the U.S.
Nam and former presidential
He called on the Nixon Adminpeace candidate, will speak to- istration to declare an immediate
night in Johnson Gym at 8 p.m.
war on malnutrition; a battle he
McGovern arrived in Albuquer- said the Johnson Administration
que yesterday and spoke last failed to fight effectively.
night· at a $25 per-plate Demo"Food may well b-e a key factor
cratic party dinner at W este:rn in breaking the cycle of poverty,"
Skies.
McGovern said, calling on the
McGovern's latest statement on . government to draw on its experiworld and national problems was ence in the Food For Peace proreleased last week, when tl1e sen- gram to provide high-nutdtion
ator urged the American publ~c to and low-cost food to the poor.
get as angrily concerned about
"The poor people in America
hunger in the U.S. as it does need help," McGovern said, "and
about hunger in war-torn Biafra. they're not going to get it . . .
Biafran hunger, caused by the unless the moral conscience of the
American :people is aroused to do
I
for our own citi:1:ens what we
clamor to do for the Biafrans.''
The senator, who heads a spei
cial committee on nutrition, said
'
!
a spaghetti made from a highprotein mixture !lalled CSM could
provide all the proteins, vitamins,
and minerals needed by an individual for less than eight cents a
day,
He said a child's intellectual
capacity is permanently impaired
if his mother is undernourished
during p~ancy, or if he does
not get .enough to eat during the
early years of his life.
"For millions of OUl' people it
means reduced productivity r:lue
to reduced learning capacity, reduced intelHgence, and reduced
employability," McGovetn said.
"Compared to what it would cost
to provide adeqttate food and med~en. ~cGovern
ical
care, it is a criminal waste.''
I
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AMERICAN
BANK of
COMMERCE

F'R(E PAftKING /BANK B'f' MAIL

DOWNSTAIRS
at th-e
NEW MEXICO UNION
Call 247•:10Z.I ..

for changes in hiring-firing polkies.

McGovern To Speak
On Campus Tonight

I

..

State College, spoke last night at UNM. He was introduced by James
Thorson, right, of the English department. Wallen spoke on studentfaculty demands which brought about the teacher strike.

Campus Disru ptions Continue

BA ECON MAJORS

247-4347

A.~
,eJ

Lobo Photo by Tony Lauderbaugh

Dr. Norman Wallen, a striking
professor at San Francisco State
College (SFSC) outlined studentfaculty demands in a talk before
a UNM audience last night.
In a speech in the Union Ballroom, Wallen said trouble began
last November when the Black
Student Union (BSU) began disrupting classes and conducting
rallies in protest of the inability
of the Third World Non-White
Students to bring about changes
in the number of non-white students enrolled. They also want
curriculum reforms.

Across Nation

t

Outfit

FIRST ond GOLD

'

I

Dr. Norman WalJen, left, a striking teacher from San Francisco

a

TRADITION...

Coat and
Trousers

F

The only gamble you'll ever
take in your affiliation with
DELTA SIGMA PJ, will be at our
rush party-"CASINO NI.GHT"to be held tonight, Feb. 11,
8:00p.m. at the Mountainview
Recreation Hall, 2323 Kathryn SE.
Informal dress; free beer.

'!very Sat. & Sun. Hamburgers 15¢ or lO for $1.25
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Campu~

s'fr;ke,

SFSC

\

View~

Prompt Speech
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Faculty

247-4406
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Country Barn

Wednesday, February 12, 1969
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Two mile relay: 1. BYU, 7.3Y.4; 2.
UNM, 7:40.0; UTEP, 7:48.8.
Mile Run : 1. Loudat, UNM, 4 :10.2; 2.
Danny McKillip, UTEP, 4:11.4; 3. Wayne
Jensen, Wyo., 4:13.1.

lobo Pucksters

KOPY- KORNER

Lobby-Simms Building Downtown, 4th & Gold

60 yard dash: 1. Fray, UTEP, 6.2; 2.
Tom Phillips, UNM, 6.2; 3. Mike Frazier,
Wyo., 6.3.

600 yard dash: Teque. UTEP, 1: 10.0; 2.
Tomas Erickson, UNM, 1: 10.0; 3, Paul
Konln, Wya., 1 :13.5.

Vol. 72

High Jump: 1. Allen, Ariz., 6-6%: 2.
(tie) Chris Celion, BYU, and Scott English, UTEP, 6-6')1, (places determined on
f~wer misses).

EX ICO

for UNM Students only
<'ol.>,(, ft..._
for Theses: 100% Cotton fibre-Cackle {as Required)
~/,A..r, • .<"~s}
XEROX COPIES 8~ each-No Minimum
'"-.,

_.. .b.l;)

PATRONIZE LOBO
ADVERTIZERS

Long Jump: 1. Poussi, BYU, 25-2'/.:; 2.
Jim Blaisdell, DYU, 24·4¥.:; 3• .fcrr:,- Wisdom, UTEP, 23-11 '/.:.

Pole Vault: 1. Beene, UTEP, 15-8; 2.
Joe Powdrell, UNM, 15-2; 3. Skip Peterson~~.. Ariz.~ 14..8.

880 yard run: 1. :w;scher, UTEP, 1 :53.1;
2. Frank Wojtech, Utah, 1 :53.8; 3. Jaaklm
Toumincn, BYU, 1 ~54.6.
Mile 1·clay: UNM, 8:18.9; 2. UTEP,
3 :21,4; 3. Arizona, 8 ;21,4,

·• .. ~·· ''.1
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The UNM hockey squad lost a.
close
decision to the Sandia-Kirt%77-4860.
land Rockets last Tuesday night
1963 LAMBRETTA, :as ;,, ;35. Da<::tor's
when Rocket Mike Mickelson
zealcs, $10. 345-0416 evenings.
scored on a shot that deflected off
LOST&FOUND
the glove of the goalie with a
LOST: :Brown billrold, near Arena. Heavminute to play, for a 7-6 decision.
en will reward l'01I and "" wiU L Ask
The shot that scored was one of
for George. 243-4118, or Lobo office.
the
few shots that the Rockets
$25 REWARD - Two red notabooks of
led=e note~ I< ofller items or Black
were able to take in the last five
Bridcase with """'l>lete contents. No
minutes of p]ay1 as the Lobos
<ll><Stlons asked. CONTACT F. X. Hall,
2'17..(512 or l!GB-0545•
were putting on a .fiery show of
strength and bombarding Rocket
PERSONALS
goalie Chuek Keady.
ARTISTS AND WRITERs I Thunderbir-d
is now takiDg eontn1Jntions for its next
Mter a hard-fought first period
issue. Bring- to :nn. 158, J oU1'11alimn
in which both teams had scored
Bldg. Stall_ x-ilions .also open.
one goal, the game opened up as
Wanted, .matute woman, student or staff,
the nets were ripped for seven
to liYe in w [college daughter. Private
room, n<> dolies. Near Campus, 263-4167
scores in the second period. The
alter 3:30.
teams traded goals until Lobo
UN:H STUDENTS WE COOK FOR
Newt Faweett came up with his
YOU I Modem =modations with prisecond goal of the period to put
vate baths .and no dirty dishes. Call
243-2881.
the UNM squad on top by a score
T nn. mountain hom;,. 80 miles from Alof 5-4 as the game moved into the
hUQile:rqUe, ld:areh 1-M.ay 5. Scheduled.
final period.
Idea! thesis ...-riters, artist, author, etc.
:Rent free exchange caretaking. Write
The Lobos put on a furious atP.O. Box 15:6, Gadsden, Arizona 85836.
tack in the wanir.g moments of
~
.
SERVICES
the game, even pulling the goalie
'liPING-term papers, theses, etc., 268for
an extra. .forward, but Rocket
89118. 500-A Kentucky, SE.
goalie Keady made some unbeliev~jar magazj'n.,_.,t;udcnt rate.-include!!
able saves. He ended the night's
ime, Newsweek, l'layboy, Sports Dlustcd-American Bank of Commerce in . work with 40 saves to 19 for King
of UNM.

f- ''
,.' ('

Triple jump: Poussi, BYU, 50-9: 2. Joht!
Kanihowski, BYU, 47-lll-!i: 3, Chuck Steffes, UNM, 47-10%.

1000 yard rUI\: Hill, UTEP, 2 :13.2; 2,
Loud at, UNM, 2 :16.6; 3. Wayne Jensen,
Wyo., ll.l'/.9.
--

60 yard high hurdles: 1. Bonin, BYU,
7.2; 2. Roosevelt Williams, UNM, 7.2; a.
Paul Gibson, UTEP, 7.3,

EHl'LOYMENT

,..

440 yard dash: Johnson, Wyo., :49.0; 2.
Wayne Bradshaw, Ariz., :49,6; 3. Jim
lllaisdale, BYU, :49.7.

Two mile run; Schuch, UNM, 9 :02.2; 2.
John Findln:;, Wyo., 9:06.6; 8. Dave Hindloy, BYU, 9;28.8.

Meet results:

WORK for the University of New Mexico
Stud.,t Publi.,.l:ions business staft'. OpJ>orl:onlty includes toPl'Wl'iting, advertising m.aJre.up and sales. Hours easily adjusted to fit studies Bchednle. Commissions
aV>oilable. Check -..:itlJ the business ataff,
JoutDllllsm Bldg~ Room 169 or call 277-

. I

Ariz., 52 ..7.

6%, ").

WANT ADS

.- I

Shot put: 1. Birk~lback, UTEP, 56-0¥,;
2. Tim K<!nrin, Ariz., 54-li 3. Bob Troui,

State College in Orangeburg
marched in tribute Saturday to
three young blacks kill!!d in a
clash with police on the campus a
year ago. A granite marker was
unveiled as Student Government
President Clifford Stanley read
a sonnet p en n e d in 1919 by
Claude l\IcKay. ". • • like men
we'll face the murderous lighting
pack, pressed to the wall, dying,
but fighting hack," he read.
Past Incident
Last Feb. 8 state policemen, on
campus to quell an unruly demonstration, fired point bank into
a crowd of students, killing three
and injuring some 25 others. The
incident became known as the
Orangeburg massacre.
At the University of Iowa, poJ'ce are continuing their investigation into a tear gas bomb that
disrupted a student power symposium Thursday night. The
bomb e.xploded just as a panel
with Tom Hayden, an early organizer of Students for a Dem-

ocratic Society, was about to begin. Some 1200 persons were
evacuated and the meeting continued on a rlifferent floor.
A group calling itself "Students to Destroy SDS" had warned the SDS campus chapter to
"watch out," but it is not known
whether the group is ultra-.,.ight
or left.

\

~--------------------------------------------------\

local <!ampti$cs and faculty

mem-

bers; and,
• amnesty for faculty, stu.
dents, and staff.

..

(;xpel All •Anarchists'
Is Reagan Proposal

SACRAMENTO, Calif. (UPI)Campus "criminal anarchists"
should be exposed, isolated, and
expelled from the state colleges
and the University of California,
Gov. Ronald Reagan said Tuesday.
He said such action was the
"prime requirement" in returning
peace to strife-ridden campuses.
Campus Troublemakers
Reagan has characterized militant groups such as the Students
for a Democratic Society (SDS)
as campus troublemakers and
"criminal anarchists" whose in·
tent,
he said, is to destroy the
UNM students seeking inforhigher
educational system.
mation regarding their I ega 1
He
said
dissident leaders should
rights and action that can be takbe
"isolated,"
from the "soft
en on the draft may obtain councushion
around
them of followsel from Charles Daniels, newly
ers." "Once isolated and exposed,
appointed draft counselor.
then separation from the uniDaniels' office is located in room versity and from the colleges is,
211> of the Union. Regularly I think, the prime requirement,"
scheduled hours for counseling he added.
sessions are noon to 5 p.m. TuesBut he was not specific when a
day and Thursday. Other appointreporter
at a news conference
ments may be arranged by calling
asked
Reagan
How he would go
277-4406.
about isolating dissidents and
A Texas federal eourt case, identifying them,
said Daniels, has held that gradBogged Down
uate students pursuing a full
"I get bogged down," the govtime course of instruction who did ernor said. "There are so :many
not receive an undergraduate stu- when I start sorting them out, I
dent deferment (II-S) since June usually just stop shot-t a.nd say
30, 1967, are entitled as a matter that they are listed and we do
of right to a I-S deferment until know the aims and the goals of
the end of the current academic some of them.
year upon receipt of an induction
"By and large, the academic
order.
community has found itself conThe case also held, Daniels said, fused with sympathy by some of
that the Selective Service regula- the expressed views of the dissition denying the right to a l-S to dents-some of what they con·
persons who have had a graduate strue as their demands-and they
II-S deferment since June, 1967, have failed to see in proper perwas invalid.
spective the simple issue of
"Any person finding hh~Plf in whether you can submit to coerthis situation," Daniels
, , n;ed, cion, force, and violence," said
"should contact a draft counsel- Heagan.
or.''
He repeated his criticism of

Draft Counselor
Begins Business

Interim President S. I. Hayakawa's policy toward the students
became more severe and as the
situation wol'sened, members of
the American Federation of
Teachers (AFT) took a stand,
said Wallen.
The AFT, Wallen said, with the
help of the SFSC students, effectively closed down the campus.
Wallen said that at the present time, "nobody knows what will
happen," but that spring registration is in progress at SFSC and
the "majority of the faculty syhlpathize with student demands."
Student demands include:
• an autonomous black studies
department, eventually establishing of a School of Ethnic Studies
run by Third World personnel;
• the reinstatement of a faculty member fired during the
strike; and,
• admittance of all minority
students who apply to SFSC next
fall.
Wallen said demands of the
AFT include:
• improved working conditions;
e having the Board of Trustees grant additional power to

college administrators whom he
said fail to act swiftly enough to
punish students who break campus rules in addition to breaking
state or local laws.
"There is no reason for the
college administration to wait
the sometimes months that it
takes for a hearing and a trial
with regard to an indictment that
has been brought," he said. "Tl'ii~y
can proceed on their own campus
level and take such campus punishment as suspension, dismissal,
or expulsion.''

Students Vote
In Poll Thursday
Student Lobby members will be
manning a desk downstairs in the
Union Thursday to get students
to vote on four questioins.
The questions are:
• Should 18-year-olds have the
right to vote;
• Should 19-year-olds have the
right to vote;
• should tuition be free ~
UNM, and
• Should 18-year-old to 21-yearolds be allowed to drink 3.2 beer
in establishments licensed (limited) for this purpose?
Results will be turned over to
Senator Oswald "Ozzie" L. Davis,
representative f r om Bernalillo
County, district 33.
Results of the poll will be presented in Santa Fe to the legislature and used in support of the
proposals listed.
Jim Dines, ASUNM president,
said, "I hope for as much participation from students as possible."
Students will be allowed to vote
once.
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The New M<~xico Lobo is publiohod
daily every regular week of the University year by the Board of Student Publications of the Asoociotecl Students of
the University of New Mexico, and is not
fin<>ncially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
doss postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Me:<ico, 871 06. Subscription rate is $5
for the academic yeor.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Lobo ore those of the
quthor solely. Unsigned opinion is that
of the editoric;~[ board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the Associated Students or of the Uniersity of New Mexico.
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Swing your
Partner (Valentine)
th.at's what
Vassarette Juniors
are all a.bout
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-Bema

The Search For An Issue

Bema. is uroolicitcd, uirrneci fJLic:::;t cditodal opinicm 1 not neces~arily :reflrcting the views of Tho Lobo.

"But as soon as a man, through
lack of character, takes refuge
in doctrine, as soon as crime rea.
sons about itself, it multiplies like
reason itself and assumes all tlte
aspects of the syllogism. Once
crime was as solitary as a cry
of protest; now it is as 11niversal
as silence. Yesterday it was Pllt
on trial; today it determines the
law."-Albert Camus, The Rebel

rather than not to act because of
a feeling of impotence. With even
the most elementary moralitythe dictum against senseless murder-one must raise hb own voice
and protest.
Reasonably, the two positions
(that of silence and that of indi·
vidual rebellion) are equivalent:
one is as good as the other, for
both will have no effect-but reason often lies. There is a consid·
By IVAN FAUCON
erable tradition and a long history
~~- One cannot pore over the history prove that acts of conscience do
of the Central Intelligence Agen- indeed have their effect, to cite
cy (CIA) without feeling a sense the Civil Rights movement as one
cf guilt, as if one were somehow example.
culpable of these crimes commitThe CIA docs not exist in a
ted in the name of freedom and vacuum. \Ve can honestly make no
(lemocracy. This emotion must be other assumption than that the
examined in detail, if one wiRhes CIA acts in fair accord with the
to found any action upon it. Cul- general policies of the State Depability, strictly defined, is of partment and of the President.
<!oursc impossible in ,;ueh a case. 'fhat these policies have brought
One is for the most part unaware us into Viet Nam and gave us the
of the action of such agencies as Bay of Pigs is not a matter of
the CIA; and the ability of the minor interest. If these policies,
individual citizen to e h a r t the and theil:' instruments, are not
course of governmental affairs is, contested (ev.en if only symbolicto his knowledge, negligible.
ally), we can only expect more of
But there i:;; sueh a thing as the the same.
consent of silence, the assent of
What, then, points to the CIA
indifference, or even agreement in as being especially worthy of
the face of "realities." Thus, it is condemnation?' It is that it holds
a far rlifferent matter not to act itself responsible to no one, but to
because of a lack of evidence, an idea, to a doctrine. In reading

the accounts of CIA "successes"
one is left to wonder whether the
people of Iran, Indonesia, or Brazil, or Ghana, or Viet Nam ever
hope to free themselves from
manipulation (either pro-Soviet
or pro-American, it does not mat?
ter) or whether they ever hope to
free themselves from economic
exploitation or whether the desire to resist has completely died
within them. The CIA considers
just the "realities" of a situation,
as if the only realities were war,
assassination, starvation, and poiltical intrigue.
The possibility of giving seri·
ous weight to such terms as democracy, self-determination, and
peace-as opposed to their use
as polite diplomatic fictions docs not seem to have occurred
to the CIA in its fight for Ameri·
can "interests." At this point one
can do no more than return to
Camus' great work, The Rebel:
''. . • slave camps under the flag
of freedom, massacres justified
by philanthropy or by a taste for
the superhuman, in one sense cripple judgment. On the day when
crime dons the apparel of innocence-through a curious transposition peculiar to our timesit is innocence that is called upon
to justify itself."
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Song and· Dance Man

"Patch Batch" printsgoing west, wild

Lobo Review

High Decibel 'Hair'

Makes Its Mark
By THOMAS H. PHILIPS
When the New York production
of Hair (the original) opened last
Rpring in a tiny theatre in the
Village, it was considered the
n10st avant-garde, shocking piecu
to come along in eons. Since then,
success caused the musical to bu
moved uptown to a full-sized, legitimate house on 47th Street, and
Broadway has taken its toil.
When viewed two weeks ago, Hair
was a confused, amateurish, dull
bore.

i
I'

I)

few intimately quiet moments in
the show; and the authoritative
pr~sence and singing of Melba£
Moore. As for the rest, forget it!
Although Hair purports to
have a mini-plot about a member
of the Tribe who gets drafted, it
really is a review, with very little
structure holding together endlessly energetic confusion. The
reknowned nude finale of Act I
turned out to be one of the most
beautiful moments in the !!how.
Having heard the reco:r:d, and
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"Patch Batch"
bra . . . 3.50
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;>" However handsomely the cadet

!has done in that branch of Lead·
;ership Laboratory described as
,;'Command Voice, the Voice will
~~ever be heard in the presence of
~a statutory superior. The self~discipline that Rot--cee advertiSelr
~consists of his doing whatever a
'~statutory superiol" orders him to
'':do. The first thing the prospective
!"tJ.oughface is told is that he salutes
:..lhe uniform, not the man. But
:~leadership is the leadership of
-~en and of statutorj' equals.
" The reason why "no coul"se out:cside of the ROTC offers this kind
·~f leadership training" is that a
.:College or a university that is any
l:good at all does not offer what
wnther it nor anyone else can
deliver. To tl:ie extent that a coli;lege tells its students that this
·course
m: that (or aU of them to•ROTC "has to do
with marching up the hill,
and, if you haven't
had your head shot off at the
top, down again."
gethet) "will contribute to aucceas in any career you may follow
. after graduation/' it is a bad college; and to the extent that a
university does it, it is not a university at all. ·
The college or university that
maintained that leadership can
be taught-much less trainedwould be running a confidence

game. But at one point in the
game, Rot-cee makes a much less
pretentious claim. One of the objects of Leadership Laboratory is
"Rot•cee is a pale imitatiou
of the Army •• Y
"to convince the individual that it
is both desirable and possible for
him to be an effective leader."
That the con man can do, given
the convincible individual. No
fewer than 14 courses in the
Berkeley ROTC program are in·
tended "to give the student a
sense of mission." But education
does not try to convince or give a
sense of mission; it tries to teach .
ROTC has no resemblance to
education. What it is may be a
great thing in itself and a great
asset to the national life. Whe1•e
it is wrong.
It may be able to liberate nations. It can not liberate men, because men are liberated by reason, and it is not the soldier's (inA student "is
not likely to be a history major
if he's in Rot-cee.''
eluding the fi'll'e-star soldier) to
reason why. It can not liberate
men, because reasonable men are
free to choose for themsel'\l'es. The
Army's characteristic treatment
of choice is found in another fourcolor flier called, Your Son and the
ROTC. Youl' son's alternati'll'es
"in the barest terms" are two, and
two only-ROTC or induction into
".active service." The alternatives
are alternative ways of going into
the Army. The alternative of not
going into the Army (an alter·
nati'll'e provided by Congresll and
specified by the Selective Se:rvice

Act) is not mentioned anywhere
in the "literature" of the ROTC,
and young men who have heard
of conscientious objection have
heard of it from sources other
than the institution which claims
to be "a process of education
which trains a man's attitudes
and teaches him to respond to
the correct and ethical way of
"ROTC has no resemblance
to education."
doing his duty. It reaches
honesty •••"
If Rot-cee were to turn honest,
it might teach honesty by its
example. Even then it would not
be an educational process. For
the end of education is an informed and insistent intellect, and
the end of intellection is choice.
No free choice-no free :men, No
free men-no free world.

~
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Due to the high decibel level with some comprehension of its
throughout, the text of the songs message of youthful protest
was largely lost. What is a song against the Establishment, I queswithout words? The general talent tion to what degree the Broadway
level of the cast, both vocally and . performance truly represents the
theatrically, was barely . profes- original intents of authors Rado
sional, but this may be due to a and Ragni (see picture). It seemdeliberate intent to emphasize ed as if theatrical commercialism
the "team performance," rather had taken ov.er, permitting only.
than stars.
an occasional glimpse of freshHowever, a few individuals did ness and originality. However, demanage to make their mark; not..
ably a young 18-year-old Negro spite these performance failings,
named Ronald Dyson with a beau- Hair is clearl:l' a significant develtiful, high tenor voice, Heather opment in Musical Theatre, and
Mac.Rae singing a sensitive bal· may well herald more meaningful
lad, Easy to be Hard, one of the new works.

Grant Harvey
Sarah laidlaw
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By MILTON MAYER

"Patch Batch"
bikinis . . . 2.00

Stephen M. Part
Tony Louderbough, Bob Lager

in February
Seventeen Magazine

Fashion square
One little patchwork print bra goes
with a half-slip in four off-shoot prints
-Cool polyester-cottons with a cool
junior brand, Vassarette Junior. Halfslips . . . 4.00
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Student Suspensions

lti!J Popejoy HaU
And The Department of French

DID YOU KNOW?
Charlie Chaplin's comedy was qased on that of the great
French Farceurs?, who derived their material from France's
most celebrated author-Moliere. And his most knockabout
farce is

d~
ANnes)

(SCAPIN's

SCAPIN

which was concocted from the most outrageous improviza.
tions of the Italian

COMMEDIA dell' ARTE
which found its sources in the clowns of Ancient Rome, who,
of course, stole all of their material from those mad-cap, ouzo
drinking, orgy-loving Greek rakes and revels of the 5th Cent.

B.C.

"Dark Interior Exterior"

Robert Birmelin's "Dark Interior Exterior, 1964," is currently being
shown at the Fine Arts Gallery in the Fine A!:ts Center. The painting
is part of the James A. Michener collection.

At Mississippi College

YOU DIDN'T KNOW THAT, DID YOU?
WELL DON'T DESPAIR!
.Even you will thoroughly enjoy the celebrated French
Theater

LE TRETEAU de PARIS
PRODUCTION OF

LES FO URBERIES de SCAPIN
TONIGHT-8:15 P.M.
Public $3.00-FacfStaff $2.00
Students $1.50
Telephone 277-3121

ITTA BENA, MISS. (CPS) Mississippi Valley State College
officials and student leaders
worked out agreements on student demands made on Feb. 10.
The president of the Student
Government Association, Wilhelm
Joseph, said, "We won on every
point."
He said officials agreed to drop
disorderly conduct charge s
against 15 students arrested at a
sit-in, extend the curfew for women students, give students a voice
in policy-making, and implement
courses in black history.
Two hundred students who
staged sit-ins over the weekend
were given the choice of arrest
or :forced transportation to near-

by Jackson, where they were
"sent home." College officials provided bus fare and told the students they could apply for re-admission after 40 days. "The students were not expelled/' said
school President J. H. White.
"But that doesn't mean we'll take
them back."
Leaders Arrested
Fifteen of the students identified as leaders of the protest by
the administration were arrested
by state police, who ended a sitin Sunday morning. They were
charged with disorderly conduct,
trespassing, or malicious mischief.
No hearings were held by the
administration. Students were not
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Having Problems

i1,\t

l

told of the impending police raid.
Lack of due process in disciplinary matters was one of the grievances the blacks presented to the
administration Thursday. They
criticized White for worrying too
much about discipline instead of
academic matters. Student Government President Wilhelm J oseph told CPS that White is
"obsessed" with the school's image being proper. He sees the
college as his/' Joseph said.
"White is black, but white in
thought," Joseph added.
More Programs
The dissident blacks also wanted elimination of administrative
intimidation, a sound remedial
program, more recognition of outstanding scholars, and establishment of academic scholarships.
Presently financial awards are only given to athletes. The college
has 110 full-time professors for
its 2400 students.
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"The Apple Tree," star r i n g
RoseMary Chinz and Tom Ewell,
will be at Popejoy Hall Feb. 24
and 25.

Apple Tree

Demonstrators Sent Home

Putting you first, keeps us first. '69 Camara Sport Coupe, "The Hugger"

1.•

The College Inn
BarberShop

Shock Shaw Campus

Cultural Program Committee

LES FOURBERIES
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Three Act tApple Tree'
Shows l:ternal Triangle
"The Apple Tree" will be presented Monday, Feb. 24, and Tuesday, Feb. 25 in Popejoy Hall. The
musical is a fable about man, woman, the devil, and the eternal
triangle.
"The Apple Tree'1 will be presented at 8:15 both evenings, and
will star Rosemary Prinz and Tom
Ewell. Tickets for both performances are $6.50, $6, $5.50, $5,
$4.50, $4, and $3.50.
The musical is in three acts,
and each act tells a diffrent story.
"The Diary of Adam and Eve/'
the first act, concerns man's initial confrontation with woman in
the Garden of Eden,
The second act, "The Lady and
the Tiger," tells the story of Sanjar, a returning warrior. Sanjar
is forced to choose between a ferocious man-eating tiger and a
beautiful girl.
"Passionella," the third act,
concerns a chimney sweep and her
TV-oriented godfather.
The performance on :Monday,
Feb. 24 is for the Hr;;t of Broadway Theab·e Scr!l•,; ,;uhscriber:J,

and the Tuesday, Feb. 25 performance will be a benefit for the
Junior Women's Club of Albuquerque.

RALEIGH, N.C. (CPS) - The
president o:f predominantly black
Shaw University, James B. Cheek,
has decided his campus will be
orderly even if it means getting
rid of ·all its students.
Over the weekend, citing ''reliable information that certain elements are seeking to disrupt the
university," Cheek suspended 28
students, including the student
body president, for an indefinite
period of time.
No charges were listed, no
hearing was heid, and no faculty
consulted. The students were notified o:f their dismissal by letters
shoved under their doors, telling
them to leave the campus immediately. Cheek's "reliable information" apparently came from student informers' reports after a
Wednesday demonstration protesting another student's dismissal.
The students suspended were
allegedly those involved in the
demonstration. Many of them,
however, had only been watching,
and others (although known militants at the college) could prove
they were not present. Thirty students who had been involved in
the demonstration and were not
suspend<i!d signed a statment of
involvement.
Student reaction at this small
school is shock, dismay, and a
curious apathy. Most of the students were frightened by the administration's action, although
some leaders denounced the suspensions as a "purge" to rid the
campus of activists.
Cheek announced that he would
have "a lot fewer students and a

Razor Cuts
Minimum Rates
onAIIWork ·

lot more order" if necessary, and
that he was prepared to suspend
"as many students as necessary to
maintain order."
He indicated that he has expulsion papers for 300 other students
(the total enrollment is 1100), and
that he will serve them.
The suspended students hav(!
left the campus, and are urging
other students to "be cool." Although the students say they ar(!
not giving up, their attitude
seems, to be "wait and see."

rJ

HOUSE OF HALLMARK
has Valentines galore.
Everything in the Hallmark line,
Stationary, Party goods-gift items.
Stop in anti inquire about our
discount on wedding invitations and
accessories.

Duke University has accepted
recommendations its Afro-American Society made in October for
academic assistance and counselling for blacks. The Durham, N.C.
school has a large number of black
drop-outs.

TONIGHT
We are forming a

Born In The 40•s
Mixed bowling' league
The league will be exclusively for you and your age group.
Organization Meeting-Tonight 8:30 p.m.
Starting Date-Feb. 19 8:45 p.m.

Eu-Can Bowl

3501 Lomas Blvd. N.E.
Corner of Lomas and Carlisle

TAKE
A COURSE
IN THE
CLONKY
CLASSICS

Make a little history
yourself. In o shoe
that wos born
to go placesthe Gemini.
It's decidedly different
with hand-stitched details
and glittering trim
that practically shouts
"look at me!"
PARIS has 'em in white
or ivory. Fashion pow
that's very now!

13.99

3010 Eubank N.E.- for more information call 298-5583
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A New Concept in Fraternities
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Most of the cars that are competitive with Chevrolets are clamoring for you to buy them now.
Big deal. (You hope.)
Chevrolet offers something even better than hope.
Many popular items are priced less' than a year ago.
Such as Powerglide and large V8 s. Head restraints
are now st~dard. New a~vanced-design power disc
brakes are pnced over a third less than our power disc
brakes were last year.
So we're offering a '69 Camara Sport Coupe for less
7
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money than last year.
$147.00 *less if you equip it with the new 350-cu.-in.
250-hp VB (as compared with last year's 327-cu.-in.
275-hp Eight), the Powerglide and power disc brakes
whitewalls and wheel covers.
'
Help us deflate inflation .
Show up at your Chevrolet dealer's Showdown.
You'll win.
*~a,.;ed t?"

manufactuter'.s suggest.ed retail pticetr;

or your Career?

mdudmg federal excUJe tax ami suggested

dealer new car pre]JaratWrt charge.

Consult
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Value Showdown:

$147.00 less than
last yearS Camaro with

comparable . equipment.

College
Career
Counseling

Service
Margherita M. Henning Ph.D,
Office Hours by Appointment
Phono 265·9298
124 Washlngtoh

s.e.
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So long as the world needs leaders, so long as
there is a need for improvement in human relations, so long as man finds a need for a spiritual basis, so long as a human being needs the
comfort and understantHng of another human
being, so long as man reaches for aspirations
and ideals, fraternities will exist. But do we as
AKL's realize our challenge? Do we recognize
the extent to which our influence will affect
the college career and later life of the men we
pledge this term?
Many men feel something is really wrong
with fraternities. "They are snobbish and
cliquish toward independents." But it is easy for
a fraternity man to become wrapped up in his
chapter and forget outsiders. However, many
men have joined AKL because the brothers are
friendly. When you meet an AKL, you. are
meeting a friend. Many men also feel AKL
would take too much time from studying. Many
fraternities, especially several years a9o, did emphasize social aspects and de-emphasize s~ltolar
ship. Many chapters have fo}ded for tl11S v~ry
reason, but many more fiounshed because, hke
the college man of today, they· 1:enlizc that. a
, fraternity is more than a goo~ tune. ~l~L m
particular has been a leader m qsrabhslung a
new look for fratcl ni!lcs. J n fal"t AKL has dw

highest percentage growth in the fraternity
world tuday. This is because AKL realized early
that a fraternity's purpose is an eclacational
one. Here al AKL we try to supplement the
classroom with a m:lture program geared to the
college man of today. We try to inspire an
academic attitude in our members and at the
same time we encourage responsibility in other
endeavors. The brothers themselves want to be
in a well-rounded program including campus
activities, community service, intramurals, social
activities, and a wide variety oE programs that
will challenge each member and help him to
become a much better person. AKL is constantly searching for better ways of doing things
and belter programs in order to keep AKL a
vital, constrUctive force in the lives of its members.
How long will Alpha Kappa Lambda be able
to use expressions such as these honestly? How
soon will AKL, as some other fraternities, stagnate into an organization bound by tradition?
Or will AKL remain a fast-growing and progressive fraternity in a fast-growing and progres8ing world? It is up to YOU!
Sec what the new concept is in fraternities.
Visit AKL this weekend during Frarernitv
Rush.
·
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Downtown • Winrock • Uptown
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Paris-WINROCK is open Mon-Wed-Fri 'til 9 PM
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Lobos Want Wyoming Win
Co:Jtch Bob King's Lobos will
probably spend a great deal of
practice time this week working
on defense pointed toward stop-

ping the Wyoming fast break, in
preparation for Saturday afternoon's regionally televised game
with the always-tough Cowboys.

10c BEER
( 12 oz. Draw)
Happy Hour

Fri., Feb. 14, 5-6 PM

OKIE JOE'S
Wesfern Tsst Range, Vandenberg AFB, California
World's busiest missile & space center

I .

All phases of aerospace technology
Research
Missile Testing
Development
& Space Exploration

•f

CAREER INTERVIEWS Feb. 26, 1969

I
f

*ENGINEERS

I

.

~

*

Aerospace- Electronic/Electrical - Mechanical

f

t

PHYSICISTS

Contact the Placement Office Immediately
U.S. Government Career Employment
*Fully Competitive Income levels
*liberal Vacations
*Generous Retirement
*Equal Opportunity Employer, Male or Female
*Serve Your Country in a "Critical Skills" Occupation
I

.
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The Lobos need this one to improve on their 1-4 conference
mark and to get into the conference race for the first time this
season. The Cowboys (3-2 in
WAC play), edged UNM 70-68 in
Laramie last January, and had
better watch out for the resentful
fire in the eyes of Superman
Stretch Howard and Co.
Stretch continued his hot streak
last Saturday against Arizona,
pumping in his career high of 36
points along with 21 rebounds.
The Pittsburgh Pivot now is leading the team in scoring, rebounding, and field goal percentage,
averaging 18.0 points, 10.4 rebounds, and hitting the nets at a
.563 clip per game. Since he moved
back into the starting lineup at
New Mexco State four games
ago, Howard is averaging 27
points and 16.5 rebounds per contest.
The Lobos continue with a balanced attack, with four starters
and a reserve in double figures.
Ron Sanford is holding down second spot in scoring and rebounding, at 14.0 and 9, respectively.
Reserve center Willie Long is
scoring at 12.6, followed by Ron
Becker at 11.9 and little Petie
Gibson at 11.5. Starter Steve
Shropshire is averaging 8.4.
The Cowboys from Laramie use
the fast break to accent their
shuffle offense, and like to get the
offensive jump on their opponents.
Wyoming is averaging 85.3 points
and has gone over 100 four times.
Guard Harry Hall is second in
Cowboy scoring with a hefty 20.1
average despite missing Saturday's game with Arizona State
due to a lacerated hand. Hall is
expected to be back in action this
Saturday afternoon, however,
Leading the Pokes is 6-6 AllWAC Carl Ashley, only a junior,
who will invade the Arena carrying a flashy 22.1 scoring mark
with him. He needs only 102
points in the remaining seven
games to become the ninth Cowboy to go over the 1000 markand he still has his senior year of
eligibility remaining.
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All right now, fans, you've heard by now that Oskie
is coming to UNM. You've seen that ridiculous name
p,lastered all over Mitchell hall, on trash cans, on a
bannm· in the Union, and mixed in with the graffiti in
the men's rest rooms.
With the idea in mind that informed students are
happy ones, we took it on ourselves to get the gist of
public student opinion on this somewhat controversial
subject-and conducted a series of provocative interviews around the mall:
11
Excuse me, ,sir, what do you think Oskie is?", we
queried. To which the astute reply came, "I dunno."
Fine, now aren't we making progress. Now for another
try.
"I think it's probably one o' them dogs that pull guys
around in Al.aska." Nice try, but you'd better go on
baclt to bulldogging practice now.
"Isn't that Joe's place that you go to for beer and
snacks after a ball game?
0 kaaay, make up your own answer. And if you don't
come up with one, your tensions will be relieved this
Saturday afternoon at the Wyoming game.
And if they're not relieved by then, give me a buzz
and we'll go on over to that place for some beer and
snacks.

Wolfpup ace John Somogyi,
noted for his admiration of the
dancing Chaparrals, is scorching
the nets for a 38.8 points-per
game average in eight-game frosh
statistics released yesterday. ·
John had 31 points in the first
half of Saturday's prelim on the
way to his 53 point performancehis best effo1·t of the year and just
two shy of Willie Long's record of
55 set last year. If John continues
his scoring pace he will have the
highest frosh average ever at
UNM. Long averaged 33.6 last
year.
Of special interest to Lobo fans
is John's phenomonal record at
the free throw line. He has hit on
an amazing 116 of 128 foul tosses
for a sparkling .!106 per cent. Not
only doesn't he miss, but he gets
to the lint- 16 times a game with a
tremendous knack for drawing
the shooting foul.
Two other \Voffpups are averaging in double figures. Stan Pena
and Rick Wright both have 80
points in the 'Puppies eight games
for 10.0 averages.

f

Getting ready to invade University Arena this Saturday afternoon is flashy Wyoming guard
Harry Hall. Hall, who is recovering from a lacerated hand, is
scoring at a 20.1 clip•

What Kind of Man
Pledges Phi Delt?

. u.s ...
own the

r
I

,, (

Classic
Model

I

1705 Mesa Vista NE

nobody's been

Phone 243-0066

able to
Improve on

Haggar Mustang Sets
The Trend In Tattersall
Welcomes back
all university students
and cordially invites
all interested men
to attend Rush
February 13-15

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .&
.
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'Swish' Somogyi
NEW
Keeps On Going MEXICO

I
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Oskie: Whatski?

Harry Hall

0

"THEY'RE FOREVER PREST PLUSu
Mustangs are precuffed and ready to get with it.
Come with color-coordinated twill-weave belt with
Mustang buckle. Go where the action is in Haggar
Mustang Dress Slacks. Turned-on tattersalls and lively
solids. Waist sizes: '27 to 36.
Q

$1

Continental Styles: Tattersalls and Stripes.
• Banana • Mint • .White
Traditional Ivy: Solids.
• Green • Brown • Blue
Houndstooth Check • Black on White
Plaids • Greens • Blues

-

·:HAGGAR
,,

~·
',

.Slacks

PATRONIZE LOBO
ADVERTIZERS

LOBO

SPORTS

Editor . . .

MIKE PERRY
Writers . . .
JOHN MOSER
BOB LOWDER

Sport:s Show Is Set
For Co~u~etljm Frtidaly
Ellen Cullaton, former head
cl1ee.rleader at UNM and 1968
W e s t e r n Athletic Conference
Football Queen, will reign once
again, this time as the queen of
the greater New Mexico Sports
Show which will run Feb. 14-15-16
at Tingley Coliseum on the State
J!'airgrounds.
Miss Cullaton is a senior at
TJNM who is majoring in physical
education and minoring in recreation. She is currently student
teaching at Highland HiglJ.
More thim $2 million worth of
sports equipment will be on display at the sports show in addition to Craig Breedlove's "Spirit

of America," the wmrld's fastest
car with a record of 603.201 miles
per hour, a,nd Lee Taylor's "Hustler," the water speerl record h!<lder with a top l"El;"fl,,-l0a nm .,f
285 mph.
Albuquerque's USAC championship car point winner and Indianapolis 500 vietor Bobby Unser
will also be on hand as special
added attraction.
The Sports Show is a promotion of Entertainment Corporation of America, located at 12504
Casa Grande, N.E. For ticket information, contact ECOA at 2981002.
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Campus Briefs
MartinLutherKing

Plans for a fund raising venture to add to the Martin Luther
King Educational Opportunity
Fund are being considered by a
faculty committee on scholarships.
Professor Sam Smith, chairman
of the faculty's scholarships committee, said the group hopes to be
able to schedule a major fundraising entertainment program in
May, the anniversary month of
the establishment fund.

Teacher Aids
A group of 25 women, chosen
from low-income neighborhoods
are currently being trained by th~
Albuquerque Public Schools and
UNM to work as teacher aids or
school community aids in Albuquerque schools.
. The training of the women is
intended to prepare them for career employment.
The class of 25 spends its day
receiving on-the-job training in
the schools and at UNM where
they receive instruction through
the Department of Sociology and
the Center for Community Action
Services.
Teacher aids will assist teachers in classroom and clerical
work. School community aids
function as representatives between the schools and the people
living in the areas served by the
schools.

Pharmacy Dean Retires

Dr. Elman L. Cataline has announced that he will retire from
UNM in June, after 18 years as
Dean of the College of Pharmacy.
He will move to his recently
completed home in northern New
Mexico on the Brazos River.
Dr. Cataline is co-author of
the book, "Arithmetic of Phal·macy," and has written a number

WANT ADS
EMPLOYMENT
WORK for Ule University Qf New Mexieo
Student Publications business staff. Op·
porlunity includes eopywriting, advertis..
insr mnke-up, and snlcs. Hours easily adjus~ to fit studies schedule. Commissions
nvmlnble. Chccl< w!tb the business staff
Journalbm Dldg,, Room 159 or cnll 277~
4V02.

BABYSITTER wanted. 8 to 9 a.m. and 3 to
5 p.m. Your heme, tm[versity area~ Bar..
bara 277-6320 dn;va or 877-1754 evenings.
Attract!ve girl to assist professional entertainer on stage loe:ill:; :L- few e~r~-..lil¥0
"Per month.. Some theatrical tnlent de.sirable.~~ but not necessary.. Possibi1ity
o'!'er:seas tour later. Good pa;v. Write Bob
F•llrnan c/o Student Publications Lobo
OfficeJ Univ. P.O. Box 20, Albuq~·erque
N.M., 87106.
'
FOR SALE
W 4l;IT A .TAVEI,IN 1 Loaded 1 No eompebtion for " dealer. See at 215 Comcll
SE, Call 2!3-1621.
O~ICE DESK, 3' x 5' Formica top, beau·
tiful, """en dzawers, 243-6949 or 247•
8297.
PHOTOGRAPHERS I! 36mm single lens
reiiex KOWA SETR interc:hangeable
Ienaea - behind lens metering ~tern
$70.00, 3 montlus old. Call Paul Mcrr..Y
277-4860.
1ll63 LAMBRETTA, "" is, $35. Doctor's
scales, $10. 345-0U6 evenings,
LOST&FOUND
LOST: llrown 'billfold, near Arena. Heaven 'Will reward :vou and oo will L Ask
for George, 243-4118, or Lobo office.
$25 REWARD - Two red notebooks of
lecture notes & other items or Black
Briefcase w!Ul complete contents. No
questions !ISked. CONTACT F. X. Hall,
277-4512 or 268-05-66.
PERSONALS
RIDE WANTED. Gradnate student needs
rlde from Santa. Fe to UNM Tuesdays
and Thursdays. Mmt be In time for 9:00
a.m. class and return after 4 :30 class.
Please contnct Ml'l!. Cooke, Santa. Fe
982-1738.
ARTISTS AND WRITERS! Thunderbird
is now taking contn'butionB for Jta next
is8ue. Bring to rm.. 158, Journnliom
Bldg. Stall positions also open.
Wanted, t11ature wonian, student or stnff
to live In w /college daughter. Private
room, no duties. Near Campus, 268-4167
after 3:30.
UNM STtlDENTS - WE COOK FOR
YOU I Modern aceommodatlorts witll pri·
vate baths and no dirty dishes. Call
248-2881.
1 rm. mountnin home, 80 miles from Allrnqucrqne, March 1-Mny 6. Scheduled.
Ideal thesis writers, arlist: authoJ.'l, etc.
Rent free eXchange catetnking. Write
P.O. Box 166, Gadsden, Arizona 85336,
SERVICES
'TYPING-:-term papers, th....,., etc., .268·
8908. 600·A Kentucky, SE.
1

0~ researc~ a~tieles
swnal publications.

for profes-

'En~an 9 erin 9 World Peace'

Blafr·an

Thunderbird
The Thunderbird, campus literary magazine, is now accepting
poetry, plays, short stories, and
reviews for the spring issue.
If you have something to contribute, submit manuscripts to
room 15B, journalism building.
Positions on the staff are also
open.

Chemical Engineering
Dr. Adam F. Schuch bas been
appointed adjunct professor of
chemical engineering at UNM.
Schuch is a staff member and
alternate group leader in the low
temperature physics and cyrogenic engineering group at the
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory.
Dr. T. T. Castonguay, chairman
of the chemical engineering department, said Schuch will teach
a graduate course second semester.
The course, offered for the first
time at UNM, is cyrogenic engineering. It will be open to all interested scientific personnel.
Cyrogenics, a relatively new
field in science, deals with low
temperature, freezing, and related effects.
·

Congratulatory Notices

Congratulatory notices f r 0 m
more than 200 colleges, societies,
and professional associations accepted by' Dr. Ferrel Heady during his Nov. 9 inauguration will
be displayed in the Union lobby.
The silver medallion which was
first used in the Nov. 9 ceremonies
will also be included in next
week's display.

Van Deren Coke

Van Deren Coke, chairman of
the UNM art department, had
eight of his photographs included
in the Autumn, 1968 edition of
the "Kentucky Review," published
this week by the University of
Kentucky.
The quarterly also featured
critical comments on Coke's work
by writer and photographer
Ral,...h F.u.,.Pn<> MPat""l'd.

Measurements Received
Results of the annual statewide potato growing contest have
been coming in at a rate that
even KNME-TV's George Fischbeck had not expected. After reminding teachers during I a s t
wPek's lesson to send in their
measurements, George received a
round "36-30-38" from a teacher
in northern New Mexico.

Prolonging Life
The ethical problem of prolonging life will be debated next week
by students and faculty of the
UNM School of Medicine.
Sponsored by the 'UNM Chapter of the Student American Medical Association, the forum, called
"Conversations in Medical Et.hics," will be Tuesday, Feb. 11, in
room 303 of the Basic Science
Building at 915 Stanford NE at
noon.

"!;,

v,·olence Confl·n ues

By ANNE MILLET
College Press Service
"If the war continues, there is
a great danger that it will become a war between the great
powers, above and beyond a war
between Nigeria and Biafra,"
warned Lord Fenner Brockway,
chairman of the British Committee for Peace in Nigeria, in an
address to a day-long international conference on "Biafra Perspectives," held at Catholic University last week.
On a peace-seeking trip to Africa last month the former Nobel
Peace Prize candidate presented
to both the Nigerian and Biafran
heads of government a four-point
program calling for an immediate
ceasefire, an international peacekeeping force, . negotiations for
political settlement following a
cooling-off period, and massive
relief assistance. Both sides accepted a ceasefire in principle, although particular conditions were
not worked out.
Some Cause for Optimism
Lord Brockway cited two "halfbreakthroughs: the Christmas
truce;~even. though-nut fully observed, and the acceptance of
daylight relief flights, though not
yet implemented."
Noting that "there is now a
more approachable atmosphere,"
Lord Brockway suggested "a
Committee of Good Offices of
Three, composed of Emperor
Haile Selassi of Ethiopia and two
African heads of state, one supporting each side, seeking a settlement."
During his stay in Africa Lord
Brockway said he "saw evidence
of a highly organized and highly
financed European black market
supplying arms to both sides."
He strongly advocated a United
Nations inquiry into the matter.
Holding out some hope for a
vague or loose African confederation, Lord Brockway urged that a
"political organization be found
that recognized the loyalties of the
Biafrans but that finds some basis

for cooperation with other Africans,"
With Biafran deaths from
starvation projected at 25,000 a
day for next month, be proposed
a conference in Geneva, with UN
agencies and observers of governments resent, to mobile massive international aid.
Dr. Herman Middlekoop, head
of the world relief effort for Biafra, related his experience with
the Biafran people and praised
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their "total involvement" in the
crisis. Speaking of the impact the
bombings have had on the population, he observed, "People feel
there is no choice-that they
might as well fight to the end."
As for the starvation, Dr. Middlekoop said that Biafra was
"poised on the razor's edge.''
While protein malnutrition has
decreased since October due to the
relief effort, carbohydrate supplies are extremely limited.

KOPY- KORNER

Fried Chicken Special
2 Pieces of Crisp Plump Chicken
Golden Brown French Fries & Toast

ONLv49c
2400 Central SE Across From Campus

Anxiety, Peace

We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340
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9:00-12:00

Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard
needs
College graduates majoring in General,

Starting salaries range from $8,574 to $13,297 per
annum, depending on education and/or experience.
Salaries include 15% cost-of-living allowance.

the

Sol Chavez Orchestra

~enefits inc.lude transpo~ation

to Hawaii, regular salary

~peruaa.dent Price

mcreases, liberal health msurance and retirement plans.
These are career Civil Service positions and arc filled
on an Equal Opportunity basis.

$3.00poc4Duple

Recruiters Will be on campus on

OLDTOWN

Contact the

Phone 255-2378
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Placement Office for an appointment.

mittee submits its recommendations to the administration.
The academic freedom and tenure committee has recommended
that a joint faculty-student committee be setcup to study the role
of Navy ROTC at UNM. The proposed committee would be made
up of six faculty members, three
members of the administration,
and three students. Calvani objected on the grounds that the
number of a students on the com-

I

\

MADISONJWisconsin (CPS)Gov. Warren knowles today called
up the National Guard to maintain order 'on the University of
Wisconsin campus as demonstrations by some 1000 black and
white students escalated in intensity,
1\'lajor Violence A vertcd
Ear!ier in the day major vi<tlence was averted as the protesting students impeded but did not
prevent ingress to the tltl'N' major
classroom building-s. Several fistfights occurred bctw<wn opposing
student gl'OllJls which 1•esulted in

mittee should be larger because put forth a resolution <"alling for
"establishing an envoy of stuNROTC is a "student affair.''
Student attendance at faculty dents representing the Student
meetinp;D was discussed. Senator Senate to attend faculty meetSteve VanDrcsser noted that, at ings."
Bill No. 3, calling for $200
present, a student who wishes to
attend a faculty meeting must from the reserve fund to sponsor
submit an application to the Stu- Joan Baez and David Harris was
dent Affairs Committee and then ·defeated. A new bill, paying the
to the Faculty Policy Committee. $28 fee for the usc of the anthroThis operation takes about three pology lecture hall, was intromonths, VanDresser said.
duced and passed.
The Senate Steering Committee

it was founded on, and in the past
bas stood on, which is "our quality of political and spiritual ideas,
not our military might.''
"Unfortunate Blunder"
McGovern, a long time Viet
Nam critic, said 'It (the war) is
the most unfortunate, 1•egrettable
blunder of our national history.
The Jesson in Viet Nam is that
we can not transfer freedom and
dignity to Viet Nam, Asia, or any
country in a B52.''
There is a growing number of
young people, McGovern said,
who feel alienated from current
political beliefs. "It is not enough,
however, to be a protester, he
said.'' Demonstrators at some of
our colleges lack a sense of dil'\!'Ction, closing the way for other
thinking.'' He suggested that
youth undertake being innovators
and reformers "in the best sense
of the words."
McGovern feels "pleasantly surprised" with the Nixon administration. "There are no fundamental things of his administration as
of yet that I find fault with.''

Photography Exhibition
An exhibition of early photography entitled "Photographic Proeesses: A Historical Survey" will
open Friday, Feb. 1·1, in the print
room of thl• UNM Art Museum.
'rhe

co\lccti<>n,

to

be

shaw·n

through March 30, was prepared
by Professor Riclmrd Rudisill to
show the development of photographic techniques and types of
photographs beginning with the
daguerreoty,Pc.
: Visitors to tbe Art Museum on
Sundays between 3 and 4 p.m.
can now tour exhibitions with assistance from docents - volunteer women who are being trained
by the museum staff. Tours with
docents can also be arranged for
school and other groups.

Whiteside, Sororities
Discuss l-lours Plan
By ANNE O'BRIEN
Night Editor
Dean of Women Helen Whiteside last night discussed the adoption of a recent Associated
Women Students (AWS) hours
proposal at a meeting of sorority
representatives at the Chi Omega
house.
The AWS proposal would allow
women in the university residence

Police,Guards Keep Order
On Com pus of Wisconsin

Ci~il

Electronic, Electrical, Nuclear Power M~:
chanica( (Marine), and Aeronautical 'Engi·
neering and Naval Architecture.

featuring

"New Realities"
"It is important today for the
leaders of not only the government but journalists, priests, and
teachers as well to think in terms
of the new realities, to embrace
compassion and brotherhood, and
to speak his real convictions and
not what be believes will be excepted," McGovern said. "If we
are to dispel the cynicism and
doubt of the public then we must
speak out honestly."
:McGovern said he is concerned
with tlw mounting militarism of
American lif~. He said it is time
America returned to those values

Picking Assistant Dean

Student Senate last night passed a resolution asldng that any
committee set up to select a new
associate dean of students-dean
of men be at least 60 per cent
students.
Vice President for Student Affairs Harold Lav~nder is composing a committee of students and
faculty to advise his office in the
selection of a new associate dean.
Resolution No. 4, introduced by
Senator Terry Calvani asked that
student committee members be
appointed l.Jy Senate Pre:;ident
Ronald Curry.
A representative from the eight
member Ad Hoc Advisory Committee for the selection of a new
dean for the College of Arts and
Sciences read a list of desirable
qualifications for the position.
They include: confidence in in
I i b e r a 1 education, experi<mce,
awareness of student feelings, and
a belief that arts and sciences is
the most important college in the
university.
The committee hopes to locate
several possible candidates and
obtain student opinions on the
requirements of the new dean.
Opinions may be aired at an open
Senate meeting before the com·
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Senator George S. McGovern
(D-S.D.) SJJoke last night at Johnson gym. He stressed the anxiety
for peace among the American
people.

"Time of Creation"
Violence has struck down two
of the nation's "most passionate
leaders," McGovern said. "One a
black man, and one a white man.''
He added, "However, it is a time

that has produced great speakers
such as these men, and a time of
creation.''
McGovern said that Senator
Fulbright summed up the present
political needs of the country
when he said it is time to be rid of
the old myths and to adopt the
new realities. McGovern said that
there are new currents in American society that seek a voice in
its own governing. "They are dissatisfied with Congress' obvious
need to be more responsive to the
public."

Sena1e Proposes Pelicy Changes

MONDAY, MAR. 3.
Makers df1HandMclde
lndia111 Jewelry

Lobo Photo by Tony Loudcrbough

Eat in our large dining room or take it home

~

• in the

Sen. George S. McGovern (DS.D.), a former presidential peace
candidate, told an audience of
2500 people in Johnson gym last
night that the world is filled with
hope as well as anxiety.
McGovern said that if this
country is to solve its problems
today, its people must develop
an honest dialogue between themselves. "There is a growing level
of awareness, that must continue
to grow, among the people of this
country that no one can be really
free, if all are not free.''
"It is a time when the mosL
sophisticated and proudest cities
of our society are erru;pting from
violence and decaying from within," McGovern said. "But our
leaders and our people are facing
these problems with more honesty
and compassion than ever before.''

COUNTRY BARN

Don't Forget
Every Sat. & Sun. Hamburgers 15¢ or 10 for $1.25

No. 77
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By JACI{ AUSTIN
Staff Writer

247-4406

lobby-Simms Building Downtown, 4th & Gold
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2500 Hear Me
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No "I Do"
CARSON CITY, NEV. (UPI)
-Clergymen in Nevada want to
take the "I do" out of marriage.
The Nevada Council of Churches announced Sunday it will support legislation to eliminate the
wedding ceremony as a requirement for marriage, enabling
couples to wed by merely signing
their wedding licenses. The clergymen said they hoped this would
end toe "pseudo-religious atmosphere" of Nevada's instant weddinll.' chapels.

Vol. 72

four arrests and several injuries,
but over 150 riot police prevented
further inciclen ls and kept the
buildings open.
Studrut ~ Dispersed
The sttuh·t;l dispersed in midafternoon t•:,:ii :t mlly set for the
curly evcniw;.
'l'h!• ~~unrd was :formally re"'''":;led by the university after
tlu• city chief of police informed
· . m that his men could no longer
handle the. situation. About 900
guardsmen have been called up
allCl will be stationed near the
campus.

halls to set their own hours, with
the exception of freshmen under
21 years of age. Freshmen women
are to have 2 a.m. hours Friday
and Saturday, and midnight hours
during the remainder of the week.
At mid-meeting, Miss .Whiteside asked The Lobo reporter to
leave because she said the reporter did not have authorization
from the proper authorities.
Miss Whiteside said the two
biggest problems under consideration were the cost of issuing keys
and security. She suggested keys
be issued only at certain times of
the day and only by authorized
persons. This is the present AWS
plan.
During a discussion that followed Miss Whiteside's talk, several sorority representatives urged adoption of the AWS proposal.
Ruth Milne, a Pi Phi, suggested
that if a girl loses her key, she
would be made responsible for
installing a new Jock and replacing the keys in order to insure
security. "It would not cost the
sorority any more," she said.
Another Ph Phi, Nancy Mag·
nuson, said one incentive for adopting the hours proposal is
1/ush next year. She said women
would not want the added l'estrictions of hours.

.Joan and Dave

Jo:m 1lal·:t., and her husband
David liard~, will be at. UNM
tomorrow.
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